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Off-Campus Bus Safety and Security Bill

"A bill requesting that students be forced to show a valid Texas A&M University or Blinn student ID for all off-campus bus routes"

Whereas(1): The campus buses are designed to be utilized by both Blinn and Texas A&M students; and,

Whereas(2): It is conceivable that adults and other individuals who are not affiliated with the school can easily utilize the bus routes, potentially creating unease for both students and bus drivers; and,

Whereas(3): Both non-affiliated individuals using the bus routes and checking every person's ID on every route may create inefficiencies.

Therefore Let it be

Enacted(1): That the Aggie Spirit buses should issue randomized ID checks on off campus routes, in a way that is both efficient and convenient to riders and respectful of the tight bus schedules; and,

Let it be

Further Enacted(2): That a copy of this legislation shall be sent to President Loftin and to Transportation Services.